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Abstract 
In Civil aviation transaction system, some of passenger information is sent to outside system so that the access to 
mainframe system could be declined in some way. The message queues in mainframe system could not meet the 
requirement for large scale parallel processing. Hence, in this article, a new method for the TIP(Transaction 
Processing) file change transfer is introduced simply. In this model, a kind of new index file is used, which is non-
recoverable freespace file, and able to faster the data parallel transfer. According to the production application, the 
new method makes a great improvement to the TIP file change transfer in mainframe side. 
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1 Introduction 
At present, in China, Electronic Commerce in fields of civil aviation have a period of rapid growth, and 
the online selling websites for both airlines and agents are booming everywhere, which has been built as a 
very important method in civil aviation information publishing and airline ticket selling. However, this 
kind of rising method in Internet online selling, has issued a challenge to the civil aviation real-time 
transaction system in China which has been working on a kind of mainframe system. With this newly 
method, the access to the real-time transaction system is rising, which is more and more from websites 
online querying, reserving and ticketing. The data transfer in mainframe which supports the real-time 
transaction system is reaching a high level, so that some kernel data ought to be transferred to non-
mainframe system synchronized, that is, some data accesses are moved to other system, which is hoped to 
be able to cancel out the data access pressure in mainframe system[1-3]. So it is quite necessary to 
synchronize the data to other system, for meeting the requirement of more and more data access from 
website and Electronic Commerce platform, and meantime, the cost reduce in general data parsing.
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The question is how to make the data synchronization become true, at the same time, do not make 
more change to original civil aviation real-time transaction system. Here, a kind of new method for data 
synchronization is used in civil aviation real-time transaction system, a distributed processing 
environment. In this new method, the access mechanism of kernel index file is improved greatly so that 
some balance in system resources using is reached between data synchronization and real-time transaction 
in large scale parallel processing.
2 Data Synchronisition in Real-Time Transaction System 
2.1 Traditional Data Synchronization 
Mostly, the Message Queue is one of the traditional data synchronization methods, through which 
data collection and data transfer is accomplished in application programs processing. As shown in Figure 
1, this traditional method would use more system resources, and more important, it is hard to support data 
synchronization during real-time transaction in large scale parallel processing. 
 
Figure1. Procedure in Message queue 
 
The index file in Message Queue is made from a kind of recoverable freespace data file in mainframe 
system. As usually, the changing data is written into the recoverable freespace data file, only if the 
commit operation is done, as well as the lock on file is released at the same time. So that, in large scale 
parallel processing, a great deal of transactions are forced to wait for the control of the index file for a 
long time, and lots of data queuing into the Message Queue have to be waiting for being transferred to 
other systems, leading to Message Queue jamming always at the busy time, which is a fatal thread to 
parsing performance, and even harm to the system security. Longer the Message Queue is jammed, more 
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the system run-time resource is expended. 
Not only the system running resource, but also the Message Queues will be occupied in jamming, 
which is one of the kernel components in mainframe system. Once these Message Queues are occupied 
by one transaction in data transferring, the associated system components are also locked and could not be 
shared.
Other hand, during the traditional data synchronization method, a copy of transferring data, the whole 
data blocks, will be written into the indicated Message Queue. If the whole data blocks is too big to be 
hold in a single Message Queue entry, which have to be split into some pieces and saved into several 
entries in Message Queue. Such a kind of data copy, even data split processing, will expend a great deal 
of system run-time resource, and make the processing time longer, in which the index file always is 
locked by the working transaction.
Sometimes, there are some transaction data, for example, the Passenger Name Record, which are 
always updated several times during a short time. In the traditional data synchronization method, each 
update for a Passenger Name Record will be written into the Message Queue, even if most of data in 
those copies are unchanged, and the latest copy including all of changes in history. To be supposed, only 
the latest data, not including other internal copies updated after last data synchronizing, will be sent to 
other system, so that, reducing the duplicate data copies, and simplifying the data synchronizing 
procedure, and the data synchronizing get more efficient. 
Then, to deal with the problems in the traditional data synchronization method, a kind of new data 
synchronization method is  adopted, which make use of non-recoverable freespace file to be the index file, 
and able to only save the data index, but not the whole data block to improve the effect of data 
synchronization.
2.2 NEW METHOD - TFCT 
As shown in Figure 2, TFCT (TIP File Change Transfer) data synchronization method includes two 
main parts: Data I/O System and Data Index System. The Data I/O System consists of Data Input Module 
and Data Output Module, and the Data Index System consists of Data index Module. 
 
Figure2. Structure of TFCT 
 
In TFCT, Data Input Module is embedded into the specified data update transaction, which is a kernel 
data update program. This program is used to watch the mainframe data update and response the changes 
on data disk or tape, at the same time, the changing data, or the data index will be copied to the data range 
of TFCT system, as shown in Figure 3. As soon as getting the successful response from TFCT system, 
default, the data already accomplished transfer to the destination system and it is time to go ahead for 
other processing in transaction. More important, after finished queuing, the lock on the index file of data 
range in TFCT system will be released completely, so that the other transaction can get the control to the 
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index file of data range in TFCT system quickly and easily. This is a very important improvement in 
TFCT system, which is described in detail at the other part of this article.  
 
Figure3. Procedure in TFCT 
 
It is supported that the index of synchronizing data block can be saved into the data range of TFCT, 
instead of the whole data block. The data files in mainframe system consist of a lot of data record, which 
is used to contain the useful data information. If writing synchronizing data into the data range in TFCT 
with all of the data record in mainframe, which will take a great room in data range of TFCT system, not 
only saving, but also retrieving all of these data in data processing will take more cost. So in TFCT 
system, the data index, rather than the whole data block including a lot of data records, could be written 
into the data range in TFCT, with which the latest data will be accessed at any time if it is necessary. This 
character will also be described in detail at the other part of this article. 
Other, to avoid data range overflow in some busy time in system, the data range expanding 
automatically is enabled in TFCT system. If necessary, the operator is able to adjust the run-time 
parameters in TFCT system to expanding the data range. 
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Figure4. Output module in TFCT 
As shown in Figure 4, there is a resident executive program in Data Output Module, which scans all 
of data ranges in TFCT system periodically, and for each data range, a sub-process will be scheduled to 
parse the data entries. Only the sub-process, which get the control of data range index file, enable to parse 
the data entries waiting in data ranges. Due to the data index file is made of non-recoverable freespace file, 
the data could be written into data file physically immediately, the data index file is able to be reused 
frequently among all of sub-processes. 
All of data index file for data ranges in TFCT system are maintained in Data Index Module of TFCT. 
As shown in Figure 5, the data structure in Data Index Module includes 4 levels. The first level is the 
Application Interface Table (N0), which consists of a memory interface table, and is able to access 
quickly; the second level is the Range Reference Table (N3), which consist of static description 
information for all of data ranges, for example, the length, capacity and the start address; the third level is 
the Range Index table (N4), which is made of non-recoverable freespace file, and enable to be accessed 
quickly. This level makes a index to the all of data tables, which belong to the forth level. 
Figure5. Database in TFCT 
In fact, the Range Index table has a kind of special character, based by non-recoverable freespace file, 
so that, the index data pointing to the synchronizing data can be written into physical index data file 
immediately, and it is not necessary to wait for the commit operation at the end of the transaction. It will 
fast the data access to index file and Data Output Module. 
However, due to the fast data access, the cost is paid that recovery protection for updated data have to 
be got rid of in physical data file, and it is impossible for the index file in transaction to rollback to any 
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specified update status or recovery the index data from any backup data file in recovery system of 
mainframe, as soon as some emergency situation happens. With the same reason, the data update history 
records for the data index file cannot be located in system audit tapes.  
In the Data Index Module of TFCT system, there are a set of system tool packages, with which the 
data ranges in TFCT system can be maintained at any time. When maintaining the data ranges, it is not 
necessary to shutdown the whole data synchronizing system in TFCT, and enables the data transfer in 
seamless. 
After all, the new real-time data synchronizing method, TFCT, based with store-and-forward structure, 
and make full use of the non-recoverable freespace file in mainframe system. It supports data 
synchronizing through the data index for records or the whole data blocks. In TFCT system, the data 
synchronizing transfer processing is transaction-independent. The main data update transaction do not 
care about whether the data is transferred to other system or not, here, once getting the right response, 
arriving at data range in TFCT system successfully, the main transaction confirms that the data has sent to 
other system successfully. The TFCT system meets the requirement in large scale parallel data 
synchronization. In the rest of this article, the creations in TFCT system will be discussed. 
1.1.1The non-recoverable freespace file 
In TFCT system, the synchronizing data in data range is accessed through the index file in Data Input 
Module and the Data Output Module. The data range index file is the sole bridge to locate the data in data 
ranges. The control to the data range index file must be the most vital kernel index file, as well as the 
most frequent access.  
As shown in Figure 6, in traditional Message Queue data synchronizing method, all of accesses to data 
index file must be in turn. The other transaction could not get the control to any data index file until the 
current transaction, which locks the data index file, finishes all of its works, and makes a complete data 
commit, and releases the data index file. 
The quite reason is, in traditional Message Queue data synchronizing method, all of data ranges, 
including the data file and the data index file, are all made of recoverable data file in mainframe system, 
for example the recoverable freespace file. With such a recoverable file, after the data writing, the 
changing data is saved in the caches of data file, here it is necessary to commit all of data change for the 
data file, so that the changing data can be written into the data file finally. Before the commit done, due to 
the transaction integrity protection, the data file and the data index file are locked by the current 
transaction, so that the transaction, if fails, can roll back to the last recovery success point.  
In fact, in the real-time transaction system, there exists a kind of balance between the data integrity 
protection and data synchronizing efficiency. That is, if want to improve the data synchronizing efficiency, 
sometimes, the data integrity protection would be broken. Traditionally, in the life time of a real-time 
transaction, it takes only a small piece time to lock the index file and update the data in data range, and in 
the rest, the data index file mostly is idle and locked by the transaction. With this method, the data 
synchronizing in real-time cannot be supported in large scale parallel processing.  
Figure6. Index file in Message queue 
In TFCT, the non-recoverable freespace data file is used to be the data index to all kind of data ranges, 
and the data files are also made from the normal recoverable freespace data files. Sometimes, there exists 
some data inconsistency between the index file and the data file. As shown in Figure 7, after an A 
transaction locks and updates the data index file, the (N) data area is signed and announces that A 
transaction becomes its owner, so that, the (N+1) data area is available to the B transaction. At this time, 
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the A transaction is still running, there are none in the (N) data area, which means it is inconsistent 
between the content in the (N) data area and ones in data index file. However, such a kind of 
inconsistency is controllable and low risky. At least, the B transaction, even the last C transaction etc, is 
able to get the control to the data index file and go ahead running, and not necessary to wait by the end of 
the A transaction. It is the right reason that being index file with non-recoverable freespace file can 
improve the data synchronizing efficiency greatly [4-5].  
 
Figure7. Index file in TFCT 
 
1.1.2 The data record index synchronizing 
In TFCT, the synchronizing data can be the whole blocks for updating data, for example, a complete 
passenger name record. On the other hand, regarded as a kind of more efficient method, the data ranges in 
TFCT can contain the index to data records. The index to data records, just like an address in data file, 
indicates the absolute location in data file. When transferring the data in Data Output Module, the actual 
data can be located be the index. 
The advantages are as follows: 
 Simplifying the data input procedure 
 Saving the data updates 
During the data synchronizing, shorter time it took to access the data index file for the data range in a 
transaction, more slices can be shared in other transactions processing. Obviously, it will improve the 
efficient for data synchronizing. If only the index to data records is saved into the data range in TFCT, 
which is only several bytes in total, can be faster than saving a more than one thousand bytes data. More 
important, between the two data transferring, the synchronizing data may be updated several times and is 
saved in the same data records. With the data index, the latest data can be read in any time. 
 
Figure8. Curve: system result of standard experiment 
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As shown in Figure 8, the record index pointing to the passenger name record P, which just finishes 
the Nth update, is saved into the data range in TFCT, as well as the update number N. Immediately, the 
same record is updated two more times, and reach to the (N+2)th update. These new updates will be 
saved into the data range in TFCT also, for update number N+1 and update number N+2. In the Data 
Output Module, the index data with update number N will be parsed first. As soon as the process finds 
that the latest record is with update number N+2, the index data with update number N in data range will 
be deleted directly, and so do the data with update number N+1. So that, the old logic sending three times 
for the same passenger name record P, will become a new one, in which only one copy for the passenger 
name record P with latest update number is sent. 
3 The NEW method working in civil aviation transaction system 
3.1 The application in passenger name record data 
Dec 25 2009, in CRS (Computer Reservation System) system of TravelSky, the TFCT system began 
to work, transferring the passenger name records in mainframe system to other open system with Oracle 
databases. Twenty data ranges were created in TFCT system, and contained twenty non-recoverable index 
files were used to index for the data ranges. 
In CRS, once creating a new passenger name record, or updating an old one, besides the data in data 
file of mainframe were updated, a copy of the data and the update number would be pushed into the data 
range in TFCT. 
In statistic, the data synchronizing in TFCT was more efficient than the traditional data transfer method, 
the Message Queue. As shown in Table 1: 
Table 1. Effect of performance test on TFCT and Message queue 
 
Test 
speed 
(/s) 
Total 
cost 
(MIPS)
Cost 
(%) 
Average  
Cost 
(MIPS) 
Message Queue 
39 queues  750 356 16 0.47 
TFCT 
20 ranges  800 190 8 0.23 
 
Table 2. Effect of data transfer on TFCT and Message queue 
Test speed 
(/s) 
Total 
cost 
(MIPS) 
Average 
Cost 
(MIPS) 
Message Queue 
39 queues  220 207.5 0.94 
TFCT 
20 ranges  
181 
(100 sent) 61.5 0.36 
 
In fact, the data synchronizing in TFCT was better than the Message Queue. In Table 1, with the same 
transfer speed, the cost of system resource in TFCT was only the half the ones in Message Queue. 
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More important, in CRS, only the latest data records would be sent by TFCT, through with, about 50% 
system resource would be saved in open system. 
3.2 The effect in product system 
With the working in the product system of CRS in TravelSky for months, TFCT was proved that it 
was useful and well done. There were more than one million new passenger name records were created in 
a day, and thousands and hundreds of them were deleted, and about three million data records would be 
updated with the status changing. All of these data would be synchronized to open system. Meantime, 
with such a great deal data synchronizing, it took only about 2% system resource. 
4 Conclusion  
In this article, a kind of new data synchronizing method in mainframe system, named TFCT, has been 
introduced here. It supports data index and non-recoverable index file, and make a fast data synchronizing 
between the mainframe and open system. Through the compare in product system, TFCT has a great 
advantage again the traditional Massage Queue. 
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